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CCC Camp Composite Photos

Images from the Devils Lake Nature Center Collection

Two Men, Hand colored photo
CCC 3, Water tower
CCC 4, Parking lot at Devils Lake
CCC 5, Log signs describing points of interest
CCC 6, Men waiting in line to enter building
CCC 7, Storage bin and loading trucks with, possibly rocks
CCC 8, Building a trail, lined with large rocks
CCC 9, Cabins
CCC 10, High cliff view of the Camp
CCC 11, Colorized photo of the camp living quarters for men
CCC 12, Group of workers
CCC 1936, Group of men outside building
CCC Barracks, colorized, interior
CCC Bird Feeders, probably constructed by the men
CCC Building, ice-covered
CCC Camp 2, High view of the camp, colorized
CCC Camps Wis, map of various camp locations
CCC Fireplace, outdoor fireplace
CCC Foremen, seated on rocks,
CCC Poster 1 - 2,
CCC Shed
CCC Sign 2, recruiting poster
CCC Sign 3, Entrance sign to the camp, several youths around it, colorized
CCC Sign, Entrance sign
CCC Truck 1, Two trucks with camp workers loaded on the back
CCC Truck 2, Caption on back of photo #CCC Truck 1
CCC Camp 1, Poster of camp, diagram of layout, description of the camp

Devil’s Lake CCC Camp

Photos from an album of Marge Staudenmayer, 909 W. Pleasant St., Portage, WI
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Images # 28 to #45, Double or triple photos per page, pages labeled SP-12.
Barracks 2,
Barracks,
Baseball Team,
Beach,
Camp 1 – 2,
Camp Sign, at entrance
Comp 13 – Comp 27, Composite photos on pages, of camp life.
Elephant Rock,
Garage, with autos inside.
Road Work,
Sign, at entrance of camp
Staudenmayer, Earl G. 1 – 9
Water Tower
Workers 1 – 3

**Loaned to Copy**

Barracks 3
Camp View
Composite, Names, People, Scenes
Discharge Paper A & B
Entrance 2
Library
Mess Hall
Roster, of names